
Rettendon Riding - Frequently Asked Questions & Lesson Guidance  

What should I wear to my lesson?  

We recommend comfortable and practical clothing with long sleeves and trousers. Leggings 
or jogging bottoms are fine, but not jeans, or shorts/skirts. Long sleeves should always be 
worn. Jewellery must not be worn – it is the responsibility of the parent/guardian to ensure 
children are not wearing jewellery when riding. Footwear – no trainers please. Any shoes 
with a small heel and ideally a smooth sole (Chelsea boots or school shoes are fine) and 
nothing too bulky. Please ensure you do not have your phone/car keys in your pocket. 
Lessons may be held indoors or outside so dress appropriately to the time of year but be 
aware coats etc must be securely fastened so as not to flap around.  

Where do I go for my lesson?  

Please park inside the main gates or outside them but on our driveway so as not to obstruct 
the road. Please leave the gateway unobstructed and close it behind you. The riding school 
stable yard is straight ahead of the entrance where a member of staff will greet you ahead 
of your lesson.  

Are there any age, weight, or medical restrictions?  

We offer lessons for riders aged 4 and over, and up to 12 stone. We do reserve the right to 
weigh any rider before a lesson commences as this can be a welfare issue for our horses. 
When making your booking you will be asked to disclose any relevant medical conditions.  

What type of lessons do you offer? 

We have private lessons or semi-private (2 sharing), or small groups (maximum 3 – 4 riders). 
Hacks are also available, please just state in the notes when booking that you would like a 
hack instead of a lesson (private or semi-private only). Groups hacks are by separate 
appointment. We do also offer birthday parties again by separate appointment – please 
email us for details info@horseridingessex.co.uk  

What level lesson is suitable for me?  

We have two standard types of group lesson, either half hour or 1 hour, with a maximum of 
4 riders on each. The half hour lessons are suitable for complete beginners up to learning to 
canter as the format is such that each rider receives individual feedback and tuition within 
the lesson as well as group tuition. The one-hour lessons are suitable for riders that can 
canter, and are either learning to jump or can jump already, as these lessons may 
encompass some poles/jumping. Private lessons are suitable for any level.   

 


